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ABSTRACT

We study examples of hermitian 1-matrix models with even and odd terms present in the
potential. A definition of criticality is presented which in these cases leads to multicritical models
falling into the same universality classes as those of the purely even potentials. We also show that,
in our examples, for polynomial potentials ending in odd powers (unbounded) the coupling con-
stants, in addition to their expected real critical values, also admit critical values which alternate
between imaginary/real values in the odd/even terms. We find that, remarkably, the ensuing statis-
tical models are insensitive to the real/imaginary nature of these critical values. This feature may
be of relevance in the recently-studied connection between matrix models and the moduli space of
Riemann surfaces.
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The current explosion of interest in the study of matrix models in con-
nection with string theory can be traced to the proposal that the former
provides a fundamental definition of the latter. Also of importance is their
ability to capture non-perturbative effects in the study of Id quantum grav-
ity coupled to matter. This prompted the study of multicritical models of
various types, which in light of the discovery of a double-scaling limit pro-
vided a non-perturbative description of the theory [1]. The first models of
this type to be studied were hermitian 1-matrix models with even poten-
tials.

The extension of the study of hermitian 1-matrix models to the case of
arbitrary potentials is in order. The issue has been considered in [2,3]; how-
ever the notion of criticality plays a crucial role in the analysis. Therefore
one can obtain qualitatively different behaviour by examining different defi-
nitions of criticality. Thu u the motivation for our analysis. For instance, in
[3] a doubting of the non-perturbative parameters was emphasised, whereas
we show that another definition of criticality avoids this doubling.

The outline of this letter is as follows: In the next section we concen-
trate on three examples - those of the bi-, tri- and four-critical non-even
potentials. We derive, in the double-scaling limit, the differential equation
for the specific heat for the bi- and the tri-critical models. The critical
couplings in these two cases are qualitatively different, which is why we
find it important to obtain the critical couplings of the four-critical model.
Beyond this example the algebra involved becomes prohibitive. We men-
tion in passing that inclusion of a linear term in the potential gives rise to
non-trivial results. This section is followed by a discussion.

We find:

1) Real, imaginary and complex critical values for the coupling con-
stants; the differential equation for the specific heat, however, is the same
regardless of whether one chooses the real, imaginary or the complex critical
couplings.
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2) Furthermore, the universality classes defined by our bi- and tri-
critical examples are equivalent to the corresponding classes defined by
purely even potentials. We expect this to generalize to all higher multicrit-
tcal one-matrix models.

3) An unexpected outcome of the examples we have considered is that
potentials ending in odd powers (unbounded) admit critical couplings that,
in addition to their expected real values, can take imaginary/real values in
the odd/even terms. This may be of relevance in the study of the moduli
space of Riemann surfaces.

2 The case of non-even potentials.

The partition function for a potential V(*) , where * is an N x N hermitian
matrix, Z = f £>4e~(rl'<*), reduces to an integral over the eigenvalues Xi of
* , Z = JUi <teiA*(x)e-"|r(l"), where &{x) i» the Vandermonde determinant
A(x) = Ut<j j Xi - Xj |. Here we have set the cosmological constant to
zero. Introducing orthogonal polynomials J Pi{x}Pi(x)dti = hiSy with the
measure dtt = t'v^dx, the partition function reduces to

N-l N-l

Z ~ N< n * ~ M II (A)*"'.
t=0 1=0

where ft — fti/hj_i. The recursion relation xPi(x) = Pi+i(x) + SiP{(x) +
(x), together with the equations

J V . = / VMPsWPt-Mdr ,

o = f V(x)P,(x)P,[x)da , (l)

which follow upon partial integration, give a set of coupled equations for
Ri and 5,; the orthogonality fixes ft = f>. The second equation in (1) is
identically satisfied for even potentials. For non-even potentials, however,
it is a non-trivial constraint.

We begin by considering the following potential:

This potential has been studied previously using various techniques and
due to its unbounded nature some sort of a regularization scheme is called

for [4], As in [2,3], the divergent integrab that appear here are implicitly

assumed to be regularized. For this choice of the potential, equations (1)

become

= Vi + + Sf-t

0 = 2Sj + ̂ L(fj + fi+1 + Sf) .

In the continuum limit these reduce to {t = l/N)

x =

0 =

The critical values g t, f, (at x = 1) are defined by

dwy,s)
df

lent.= 0

subject to

(2)

(3)

(4)

oo) of

C(/, S) = 2S + 3S,(2/ + SJ) = 0 . (5)

Note that due to the second equation in (2), S implicitly depends on / ,
and hence the derivatives in (3) and (4) are total derivatives with respect
to / . Equation (4) is used to eliminate 5' from (3). This defines our notion
of criticality. An m-critical model would be defined by

dW_

df

where W{f, S) and C7(/, S) are found from the planar limit (JV

(2).

df*'1
(6)

subject to
= 0 (7)

df ~ dp ~ df"-1

This definition is the one adopted in [5] adapted here to the case of the one-
matrix model l . Eliminating S and $' from (2),(3) and (4) gives fc = ±&

1 It'i worth noting that one cm defin« » quantity !">(/, S) nich that W = $ vid C = ffi
atliitying the identity / ^ = ${^. One can «lio define criticatity by demanding that all
the partial derivative! of f) np to order m (except for | § = IV) vanish at criticality. Thi»
definition of criticality allowi the authon of [3] to treat / and S in the two equation) (6) and
(T) M independent qmntitiei. Ai a reiult they find that / + S and f-S teperately latiify
the itmt differential equation differing only in the coefficient of the inhomogenoua term.
Thif effectively doublea the non-perturbative parameters in the theory. The definition of
criticality adopted by u« givea no luch doubling.
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27
which, in turn, also allows for purely imaginary values for

27^/3
(3)

Quantities As and Bs defined from ^ = 2[1 + 3ffa5 + 30,/S'] = 2[A> +
3B)fS'} and f- = 2[3jrs + (1 + 3g3S)S'] s 2[3B, + i4,5'| have simple
generalizations that we shall find useful in later examples. The structure
of these equations is a direct consequence of the Identity referred to in
footnote (1]; they imply

• (9)

To go beyond the planar limit one expands the equations (2) in powers
of i. In the double-scaling limit, following references [l] one replaces x and
e £ by (1 - oJ«) and -<»1/m£, respectively, where a (i.e. lattice spacing)
tends to zero as JV tends to infinity, while holding the product a1+1/mJV
fixed. For this example m = 2, i.e. we have a bi-critical model. In order to
obtain a consistent result from the scaling it is necessary to scale / and S
about their critical values as

$(x) = S,

Equating coefficients of the various powers of a, and using the identity
(0), one obtains constraints for Si, Si and Sj in terms of t, which upon
substitution in the order-a* equation results in

(27gl)t* + {\fcgl)f = z ,

which upon rescaling becomes the first Painleve1 transcendent

, _ 1 „ _
3

Interestingly this equation for pure 2<£-gravity holds for both the real and
the imaginary values of gs, in (8).

We remark that, in the case of purely even potentials, the £ —• —e
symmetry of the first equation in (2) is responsible for the expansion of the
free energy in powers of -fit, which is taken to be the topological expansion.
In spite of the apparent lack of this symmetry in our case, the second of

these equations forces the functional form $(f(x)+f{x+t)) for S, and hence
restores the symmetry of the former equation. Therefore the topological
expansion is unaffected.

It is interesting that, unlike standard field theory, here a linear term
in the potential is non-trivial. For example, we find that V = 4 + j * s , also,
gives rise to the Painleve1 equation for pure gravity.

Now we press on to the case of the potential

which due to the presence of two couplings represents a tricritical (m = 3)
model. The equations (l) become, in the continuum limit,

2f(x)+3g,f{x)[S(x)+S(x - e)\

+/(*)(/{*) + /(* - 0 + S*(x -«))! = *.

25(i) + 3ffjj/(i) + f(x + t) + S3(x)]
h€){S(x) + S(x + e)) + S{x)(f(x)

(10)

In the planar limit (c —•

C{f,S) =

together with equations

~¥
dC

W

: + •
-S'

o),

2 / -

(6)

0 =

0 =

the equations

+• BgafS + I2g4

and (7) for m

- JX4 "̂~ 3/S £* 4

- d£?4 ~T~ J " 4

-K + 3B.S- +

¥e)) + S(x)(f(x)
x) + S(x-f))\ = 0.

= 3,

3f(B',S' + BtS")

where

Bt =



define the critical values (at x = 1). For convenience we have omitted the
subscript V in these equations. Eliminating S' and 5" from these equations
yields

A\. = 9/.BJ, (11)
and

fUu = 1/20. (12)

These equations are in fact sufficient to allow the derivation of the final
differential equation for the specific heat. Indeed, from the remaining equa-
tions, one finds for fe the equation

45/? - 75/' + 80/, - 76 = 0, (13)

which in addition to a real positive root, possesses two complex roots; of
course, from equation (12), one sees that the corresponding critical values
of gi are respectively real and complex. As we shall show below we find
that all these critical values lead to only one differential equation, namely,
that of the Yang-Lee edge singularity[5, and references therein]. It is worth
noting that despite the non-even nature of the potential, the resulting tri-
critical model is the «ame as that represented by the purely even tricritical
potential. This can be viewed as the existence of universality for non-even
potentials also.

We expand S(x) and f(x) about their critical values as

S(x) = S, + a1/sSi(*) + aSi{z) )

where z is defined from z = 1 - a*z. As before, in the double scaling limit,
equations (10), upon substitution of these expansions and comparison of
terms of various orders, determine Sx, St, Ss, St and S( in terms of t{z).
We emphasise again that the use of only the two relations (11) and (12) i*
sufficient to determine the final differential equation for I, which is

and upon the reseating of t and z, reduces to the Lee-Yang equation:

(14}

As promised, we see that there is no remnant of the difference between
the critical values of the couplings in the final equation. Note that this

equation holds also for the complex critical values of the couplings and of
/ . Given the qualitatively different nature of the critical couplings and the
corresponding /,'s, one may ask which of these features persist at higher
criticallty.

To answer this question and to establish a pattern, we proceed to the
4-critical potential; since only the pattern of the critical values occupies our
interest, we look at only the planar limit arising from the potential

For this potential the equations (1) give, in the planar limit,

W{f,S) = 2/[l + 3$5S + 6ff4(/+ S1) + 10ffB(3/ + 5*)5] = x

Our definition of criticality, equations (6) and (7), along with the above
equations(at x = 1) allow for the determination of the critical values of ?,,
04. ft. / «id S. The derivatives S', S" and S1" can be eliminated leaving
behind generalizations of the previous identities:

= 9ftBl
(IS)

where

The equation W = 1 becomes

which, in combination with the above identities, gives

(16)

(17)

Thus, to establish the pattern we seek, it suffices to determine the sign of
fc, for then equation (18) implies real/imaginary values for gu. In turn,
inspection of equations (15) and (16) reveals the real/imaginary nature of



g3e and gtc as well. Eliminating g^, gic, glt and 5, from the constraint
equation C(f, S) = 0, we get an eleventh order polynomial for / , . The
Torrn of the polynomial itself not being too enlightening, we present only
its roots 2:

-2.26, -1.50, +2.39,

-0.37 ± LIT*, 0.005 ± 2.02i, 0.55 ± 1.03i, 1.52 ± 0.30t .

The positive real value of / , of course gives rise to real values for all the
critical couplings. As argued above, the negative real critical values of /c

give rise to purely imaginary values for gu and gic, and, in contrast, to real
values of gic. The complex roots correspond to complex couplings.

Since in the previous example only the analogue of equation (9) suf-
ficed to determine the differential equation for the specific heat, one expects
to find, at all the above critical points, the same 4-critical model. The re-
sults from our first two examples, together with those of refs. [2,3], indicate
that one should expect that this 4-critieal model belongs to the universality
class of 4-critical even potentials; we do not expect to find new universality
classes for higher critical models either.

3 Discussion

To capture the emerging pattern suggested by our example* we emphasise
the following qualitative features. Schematically, the critical values of /
and the couplings can be tabulated as follows:

{R.

I R{ C

i R*R-c

R
R

R
R

R

R
R

R
1

R
C

R
I
C

R
c
R
R
c

R
I
C

To elaborate, what seems to be indicated by our results is that for po-
tentials ending in odd powers, the coupling constants, in addition to taking

3 We are grateful to Andy Shiekh and Chrii Heller for invaluable aaiiwtance in the use
of Maple and Mathematica, and for providing IU with the roots.

real critical values, can also take real/imaginary critical values alternating
between the even/odd terms. This alternating feature seems to be absent
for potentials ending in even powers, Consistent solutions exist where all
couplings take complex values for all potentials (except in the case of the
cubic potential *). We have included the g% column in the above table
to point out that even for the cosmological constant normalized to a real
critical value, /« can still admit complex values.

In order to substantiate the claim of the non-existence of new uni-
versality classes for non-even potentials and the persistence of the afore-
mentioned alternating feature of the critical couplings, it would be inter-
esting to probe higher critical models.

In a recent paper [6] Penner used the machinery of matrix models and
orthogonal polynomials to compute the Euler characteristic of the moduli-
space of punctured Riemann surfaces. The combinatorics of the analysis
dictated that he choose an integration measure involving a non-polynomial
'potential' (real g):

logfl - igi) + ig* •

In hi» treatment the presence of the factor i is crucial for convergence.
We remark that the expansion of the log yields an alternating sequence of
imaginary/real couplings, which is analogous to the pattern exhibited in
our examples (with unbounded polynomial potentials). If these patterns
are indeed linked, then our conclusions would indicate that the role of the
factor ( is minimal. Penner's model has been rendered critical in ref. [7],
where the free-energy, as well as its topological content, has been obtained
in a double-scaling limit. In ref. [8], also, a study has been done, without
the factor of I, using only combinatorial techniques giving results similar
to those of Penner. The necessity of the factor of i {i.e. the distinguishing
feature between [6] and [3]), in addition to its topological consequences are
considered in [9J.
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